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The U.S. Government has issued 65,000 green cards this year for the purpose of allowing people

A green card is usually issued to people who are normally permanently resident in the United S
In practice there are two broad ways of getting a green card. These are through employment in

The correct term for the former type of green card is the H1B Work Visa. This is issued by the

As one Fortune 500 company recently told our H1B Research Group, "International job seekers wh
These are common feelings and sentiments from many of the H1B sponsor companies.

Many of the top US sponsor companies who were shut out in the cold, due to this year’s H1B Cap
People wishing to work in the USA will:
1. Need to find a job within a company who will ’sponsor’ and H1B visa for the employee.

2. Ensure the new employer (known as the sponsor company) then files the H1B application on be
3. Wait until the visa application is approved by the US Immigration Bureau.

Two special categories involving work are Labor and National Interest. In the case of Labor, a
Employer sponsorship may be waived in the case of an applicant who can demonstrate that he or

In extraordinary cases, if individuals can demonstrate skills or knowledge that are so special

A similar arrangement would exist for academics and researchers who are recognised internation

In the case of applications for a green card because of family connections, it must be through
Also within the broad category of family relationships falls marriage to an existing American

However, in the case of the former example, through a sponsor employer, the limit this year is
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